
 
 
 

Modified Golf Activity – Skills Involved 
 

Created by:  Matt LaCortiglia 
 
This list can be used to assess to student performance and create objectives by adding condition and 
criteria. 
 

 Carries small bag with clubs, ball, and tee  

 Pushes or pulls golf cart with bag 

 Locates starting tee 

 Identifies location of cup 

 Places ball on golf tee 

 Inserts ball and tee into the ground  

 Uses correct grip based on dominant side hand/swing 

 Stands in correct position based on direction of cup and dominant side hand/swing 

 Stands using good athletic position  

 Stands or positions self the correct distance from ball 

 Stands or positions self so that the ball is lined up between the middle point or forward of both 
legs 

 Selects a driver to hit from golf tee 

 Selects a putter when close to target/cup 

 Attempts to apply enough force needed to hit the ball to cup based on amount of backswing  

 Head stays downward as swing is executed 

 Club head faces golf ball on impact 

 Strikes ball with club  

 Completes follow through on swing 

 Waits his/her turn -Maintains quiet and stillness when partners are striking ball 

 Counts each stroke 

 Locates and walks to ball after shot 

 Strikes ball from spot where ball stops 
 
Concepts: 
 

 Identifies the ball of the player furthest from the cup hits fist 

 Selects different clubs based on distance to the cup 

 Understands the player that had the least amount of strokes to hit ball to cup/target 
 
 
 
 



Identifies, states, or demonstrates the meaning of the following terms: 
 

 Drive 

 Driver, irons, putter 

 Starting tee 

 Golf tee 

 Golf ball 

 Green 

 Fairway 

 Rough 

 Strokes 

 Birdie 

 Par 

 Bogey 
  


